
Yo yo yo...Premium Owners,

Lyric OTD
Cause I'm the taxman
Yeah, I'm the taxman
And you're working for no one but me
- Taxman, Beatles, www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMdcE8jdz70

This week in LP3 (Twilp3)
All rejoice. Aux stats are UP. (Week 1 and 2)
williamt.com/fantasy/baseball/season2024/regular_season.htm

Team OTW - The CRYO TED is your best team in Week 2. The Frozen Head beat the Lollygaggers 9-0.
The Week 1 TOTW, Breaking Beard, was #1 in both hitting and pitching. Rare!
And in Week 2, CRYO TED is #2 in both hitting and pitching. Still, pretty rare.

Best player performances (by "Last 7 Days" Yahoo rank) in Week 2:

Top hitter - Colton Cowser (bal), Lollygagger, Yahoo #1
Top SP - J Berrios (tor), Breaking Beard, #3
Top RP - Mason Miller (oak), DG Purple Square, #21
Top free agent hitter - Blake Perkins (mil), #5
Top free agent pitcher - José Buttó (nym), #24

A note to the rook Lollygaggers, who's off to a rough 1-18-1 start...
Despair not - It's just some tough luck for you to face the Team OTW in your first two games. (phew)
But despair - The rankings in the aux stats have the Lollygaggers ranked last with an average cat rank of 13 out of 16. (argh)

Blather
Wonderful snippet - In between innings, Aa Judge (nyy) plays catch with a kid in the bleachers. (smile)
twitter.com/nut_history/status/1778961847061729655

I've read too many pansy-ass, fake news, "Sell high on Trout" articles. (clear throat, patooey)
MLB uncovers the awesome truth of the matter. 2024 is the Year of the Trout.

The certain Hall of Famer hitting like a GOAT again
https://www.mlb.com/news/five-signs-that-mike-trout-is-back-in-2024

Arthur C Clarke is sci-fi royalty. His most famous work is 2001: A Space Odyssey. 
Maybe you've read the book or, more likely, seen the movie. It's directed by Stanley Kubrick and is 5 bill-stars. Outstanding
and unique!
My favorite ACC book, however, is Childhood's End. It's one of my all-time favorite sci-fi books. So, hop on it. (ha)

QOTD
The world's now placid, featureless, and culturally dead: nothing really new has been created since the Overlords
came. The reason's obvious. There's nothing left to struggle for, and there are too many distractions and
entertainments. Do you realize that every day something like five hundred hours of radio and TV pour out over the
various channels? ...Did you know that the average viewing time per person is now three hours a day? Soon people
won't be living their own lives any more. It will be a full-time job keeping up with the various family serials on TV!
- Childhood's End by Arthur C Clarke, www.goodreads.com/book/show/414999.Childhood_s_End

Week 3 Game OTW: Easy. It's the Hatfields and the McCoys, DG Purple Square @ KGG 2024. Yowsa!
thanks...yow, bill
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